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 Along with domain knowledge it

is equally important to constantly

keep a keen eye on the emerging

job trends, new opportunities in

different fields and developing

the skill set in accordance with

what the trend and industry

demands.

Webinar on "The Scope of a 

 Software Development in Oil and

Gas Industry

In our Chem E webinar series we

organised a session on “The scope of

Software Developer in the Oil and

Gas Industry” which was delivered by

our esteemed speaker Ms. Aparajita

Pant. She is the delivery Lead for

Robotic Process Automation Centre

of Excellence at Shell, and holds

astounding experience and expertise

in the industry. It proved to be a very

fruitful session for our attendees.
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Inter Chapter Interaction
with AIChE UCB for  mutual

understanding and
collaboration

“This is the age of collaboration, not competition.”

AIChE RGIPT had an insightful interactive session

with AIChE UCB where the ideas of organising

common events, webinars, talks were explored and

deliberated upon. We had an ice breaking section

in our session where we talked about some of the

traditional foods in each countries, which also

served the purpose of cultural exchange. We

remain committed to collaborate with more such

chapters in the future and thereby boost our

relations.

Inter Chapter Interaction
with AIChE UNA

 AIChE RGIPT collaborated with AIChE UNA

Student Chapter for a great interactive session where

a dissemination of information about academic

backgrounds, ongoing research projects took place.

The highlight of the session was the cultural

exchange where we were made known the colouful

traditions, languages, food , tourism etc. of one other.

We look forward to organise such events more in the

future in our quest of growing together.
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ChemE -Talk
Interaction 

The event was organised to make young

chemical engineers aware of the

hurdles and challenges involved in

making a successful professional career.

The event was led by our beloved E-17

batch. The event was extremely helpful

for the chemical engineers’ students as

it helped them in clearing most of the

doubts related to their career

Data Science
Workshop : K-12

Webinar 

"Without data, you're just another person with an

opinion."

Our student chapter is keenly developing the K-12

committee and we've always believed that young

minds are the greatest asset to any student

chapter's success. Keeping that in mind, we

organized a K-12 Webinar for students on the topic

of 'Data Science'. 

It was a session with the proper information about

data science and its use in the upcoming future. No

section of industry and academia is devoid of the

use cases of Data Science. Data is indeed the oil of

the technological revolution thus this webinar gave

an important introduction into a field with endless

possibilities.
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SURF-O-FAST

It was a fun virtual event held amidst

the online semester of freshers which

mainly focused on boosting knowledge

and refreshing the participants with the

mind-boggling questions. The event

was delightful and much loved by

participants as they loved competing

among their peers and also boosting

their knowledge simultaneously.

Scientia 

Experimentum : K-12
Webinar 

 

We at AIChE RGIPT have always

believed that young minds are the

greatest asset to any student chapter's

success. Keeping that in mind, we

organised our very first, full-fledged K-

12 workshop for school going, students.

Live experiments were demonstrated

to enhance the understanding of

students. The link of Video could be

found here. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-r81aC2oTB-PH5StnzoRzsrGDmVwdJSD/view
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Sudoku

For sudoku enthusiasts we have a monthly increase

in difficulty Sudoku challenge stay tuned for more.

mailto:aiche@rgipt.ac.in
https://aichergipt.wixsite.com/studentchapter
https://www.instagram.com/aiche_rgipt/?hl=en
https://in.linkedin.com/company/aiche-rgipt-studentchapter
https://www.facebook.com/AIChE-RGIPT-Student-Chapter-2097209357003025/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCKDIy1gLYLS0j-IWljS_-Eg
https://twitter.com/aiche_rgipt
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